
Announcing HalenHardy Spilltration® Husky materials.   
Our fibers are made from 100% post-consumer waste to 
help support your company’s sustainability initiatives.

Spilltration® materials are 
manufactured exclusively by 

HalenHardy®

Control spills in wet weather. Reduce cleanup costs. 
Save hours of time. Eliminate NOVs.

Simplify Spill 
Control
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SPILLS ON LAND



OIL SPILLS  
ON LAND

OUT OF CONTROL
You wouldn’t be caught dead in a Zoot or Leisure Suit. So 
why the heck would you be caught flat-footed with old-
fashioned spill materials? 

White spill pads came into popularity at the height of the leisure suit craze in the 
late 1970s. They work well in dry weather but are only about 30% effective in wet 
weather.  It’s bad enough that you have to respond to spills in the rain. 

Clay chips first came on the scene in about 1941 when zoot suits were all the rage. 
The clay was an improvement over sawdust. But it is heavy, bulky, dusty, and 
doesn’t work in wet weather.

Shouldn’t your 
absorbents work 
with you instead 

of against you? 

White spill pads blow away in the wind.

Outdated white socks and pads let oil 
escape down the drain in wet weather.

Clay contains dangerous silica dust.

Clay + Oil + Rain = A muddy mess.

THE 
WRONG WAY 
TO CONTROL  

OIL SPILLS

Order Now. It’s Easy! 
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of spills are 
oil-based

80%
of spills are discovered by 

frontline employees

90+%70%
of spills happen in wet 

weather

UNDER CONTROL

90% of dielectric (and hydraulic) fluid spills are discovered by frontline workers, 
NOT by spill cleanup contractors.  In fact, the cleanup crews might not arrive on the 
scene for an hour or more after the spill. The problem is, 70% of all spills happen in 
wet weather, and the slick spreads like wildfire...UNLESS you have the right tools.

 L Sorbent products that work in wet weather or dry

 L Compact, so they fit in tight nooks and crannies of your crowded vehicles and 
equipment

 L Common-sense shapes and sizes that keep the spill in check until the cleanup 
crews arrive

There are two main weapons for frontline crews:  

1) Spilltration® Oil Filter Husky 
Rugs will protect storm drains or 
blanket the spill.

2) Spilltration® Husky Oil Filter 
Strips hug the ground and steer 
spills away from sensitive areas.

Linemen, Mechanics, 
Maintenance TechniciansFRONTLINE WORKERS 

Once the spill pros arrive, they will bring additional tools to get down to business.  
They have lots of space on their spill trucks and trailers. So, in addition to carrying 
bulk “pro packs” of Husky Rugs and Strips, they will carry the following Spilltration® 
products in their arsenal:

 L DamSock™ Oil Filter Dikes to further protect drains and sensitive areas. 

 L Spilltration® Husky Oil Filter Pads to sop up spills.  

 L Spilltration® Oil Shammy Towels for final cleanup and decon.

SPILL CONTRACTORSENVIRONMENTAL PROS

The Five S’s of  
OIL SPILL RESPONSE

4
Soak Up

Sorb
Sponge

SOP

Husky Pads

3
Stop Spread

Facilitate Clean Up
Minimize Pollution

STOP

DamSock

2
Channel

Funnel

Direct

STEER

Husky Strips

SHROUD1

Shield Outflows

Guard Vegetation

Protect Drains
Husky Rug

Decon

Grab Fine Sheen

Wipe Down

5

Oil Shammy 
Towels

SHINE
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FRONTLINE WORKERS
Frontline Workers’ Guide to Controlling Oil Spills on Land

SMOOSHED HUSKY STRIPS: Early on, we were amazed at how well the Husky 
Rug adhered to the ground.  So we wondered, “Could we slit the rugs into strips to 
‘steer’ the spills?”  We soon found that an 8-inch wide strip did the trick.  And they 
worked 10x better than the old-fashioned socks. As you learned on page 3, frontline 
workers need two main tools to prevent the dielectric fluid (or hydraulic fluid or 
diesel) from spreading. And, Husky Strips are part of that one-two punch.

Like Husky Rugs, our Husky Strips can 
be Smooshed to fit into the smallest 
nooks and crannies of your vehicles.

8-inch wide Husky Strips lay flat.  Simply 
surround the spill and hold back 
the oil until cleanup pros arrive.

Did you ever notice that transformers (or hydraulic hoses) rarely seem to 
pick a nice, clear, sunny day to leak or explode? It’s not your imagination. The 
simple truth is that more than 70% of outdoor spills happen in wet weather 
(unless you live in the desert). And when ground surfaces are wet, runoff water 
transports oil toward storm drains 100x faster than in dry conditions. And, once 
an oil spill gets to a waterway, your problems expand exponentially. So, the #1 
priority is to prevent the spill from entering a waterway through storm drains.  
That’s why we invented a tool to help frontline workers protect storm drains.  
It’s called Spilltration® Husky Rug.  

SMOOSHED HUSKY RUG: Husky Rugs are big enough to cover most storm drains.  
Best of all, they are “Smoosh” packed into vacuum-sealed bags that take up take 
up 75% less space than outdated spill kits.  

Smooshed Husky Pads for 
sopping up small spills.
Great for blown hydraulic lines 
and diesel slobber (and of 
course, transformer oil).

FRONTLINE BONUS

32” x 48” Husky Rugs are perfect 
for protecting storm drains.

Both absorb 
about 10 gallons 
of oil.

3 Husky 
Rugs

Which would be 
easier to squeeze 
into your already 
crowded vehicles 
and equipment?

3 outdated  
Spill Buckets

dimensions 32” W x 48” L

sold as 5 per case

case contents 5 individually 
smooshed rugs

absorbency 16 gal/case  
3.2 gal/each

msrp $116 per case

Smooshed Husky Rugs

SPL007

dimensions 8” W x 64” L

sold as 20 per case

case contents 5 packs of 4 strips

absorbency 21.5 gal/case  
137.5 fl oz/each

msrp  $126 per case

Smooshed Husky Strips

SPL008

dimensions 16” W x 16” L

sold as 50 per case

case contents 10 packs of 5 pads

absorbency 27 gal/case  
68.9 fl oz/each

msrp $164 per case

Smooshed Husky Pads

SPL002

Order Now. It’s Easy! 
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Bring out the big guns when 
the spill cleanup crews arrive.

Most spill contractors have a fleet 
of pickup trucks, box trucks, and 
trailers. They are not as concerned 
about space for storing Spilltration® 
products as frontline workers. So, 
smooshing doesn’t matter as much. 

Contractors need lots of Spilltration® 
power in sizes that can be deployed 
quickly and cover large areas. That’s 
why we make our “Pro Series” of 
Spilltration® products. 

Like frontline workers, spill pros 
carry Husky Rugs and Strips - packed 
in bulk for rapid deployment.

Pro-Packed Husky Rugs protect 
drains  and outfalls.

dimensions 32” W x 48” L

sold as 9 per case

case contents 9 individually rolled 
rugs

absorbency 29.1 gal/case  
3.2 gal/each

msrp $137 per case

SPL030

Pro-Packed Husky Strips surround 
spills quickly.

dimensions 8” W x 64” L

sold as 36 strips per case

case contents 36 individually rolled 
strips

absorbency  38.8 gallons/case 
1.1 gal/each

msrp $187 per case

SPL031

dimensions 16”  W x 16”  L

sold as 60 per case

case contents 2 bales of 30 pads

absorbency 32.3 gal/case 
68.9 fl oz/each

msrp $142 per case

Pro-Packed Husky Pads pack 32 
gallons of super sopper power into 
two 9-pound contractor bags.

SPL029

Husky DamSock™ stops stubborn 
spills and stays put. Lets clean water 
filter through.

2 SIZES

Specs Mini Roll Master Roll

mfn SPL023 SPL018

dimensions 32” W x 25 ’L 64”  W x 
100’ L

sold as each each

absorbency  20.2 gal/roll 161 gal/roll

msrp $88 per roll $672

Blanket large areas quickly 
with Spilltration® Rolls

ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROS

mfn SPL092 SPL120

dimensions 3” W x 42” L 3” W x 8’ L

sold as 3 socks/case 2 socks/case

absorbency 1.78 gal/case 
75.8 fl oz/sock

3 gal. /case 
1.5 gal. /sock

msrp $67 per case $569
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IT’S TIME FOR AN UPGRADE
Like the old white oil spill sheets, members of the HalenHardy® team have been in 
the industrial cleanup business since the ’70s.  But, unlike the folks that manufacture 
the white stuff, our gang is not married to outdated manufacturing methods.  I 
guess our rivals have millions of dollars tied up in melt-blown polypropylene 
equipment, so they are stuck with “selling what they make.” 
 
On the other hand, we are never satisfied with the status quo.  So when we 
invented the Oil Shammy Towel, we started with the result we wanted our clients 
to get...a durable, supple, reusable final oil wipe-down towel.  Then we worked our 
way backward to find the staple fibers and equipment to match our goal.

Our barbed-needle entanglement 
process assures the Shammy towels are 
strong and supple. They are so durable 
you can wring them out and use them 
over and over and over. You can’t do that 
with flat, stiff outdated oil spill pads.

Why are Oil Shammy Towels both soft and durable?  

RIDDLE:  What became popular 
at the same time as fax machines, 
is stiff as a board, and falls apart 
when trying to wipe up an oil spill 
on the pavement?

ANSWER:  Whilte Meltblown 
Polypropylene spill pads.

Innovative Oil Shammy towel is soft and supple, 
making oily cleanup and wiping 10x easier.

The outdated white spill pad is stiff as 
a board, making wiping oily surfaces 
10x harder than necessary.

We’ve certainly updated our 
sense of style since 1979.  
Maybe it’s time to upgrade 
your spill cleanup products.

Durable Oil Shammy towels don’t fall apart when scrubbing 
up the final oily sheen on the pavement. They are so tough 
you can wring them out and use them over and over.

Old-fashioned, stiff white spill pads fall to pieces 
when you try to clean up oil on rough payment.

Order Now. It’s Easy! 
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10 X 16 Smooshed Oil Shammy Towel

dimensions 10” W x 16” L

sold as 500 per case

case contents 10 packs of 50 
towels

absorbency 42.3 gal/case 
10.8 fl oz/each

msrp $290

SPL009

16 X 16 Smooshed Oil Shammy Towel

dimensions 16” W x 16” L

sold as 500 per case

case contents 10 packs of 50 
towels

absorbency 67.7 gal/case 
17.3 fl. oz/each

msrp $427

SPL003

16 X 16 Pro-Packed Oil Shammy Towel

dimensions 16” W x 16” L

sold as 500 per case

case contents 10 packs of 50 
towels

absorbency 67.7 gal /case 
17.3 fl oz/each

msrp $373

SPL032

Oil Shammy Towel in Dispenser Box

dimensions 10” W x 16” L

sold as 100 per case

absorbency 10.8 fl oz/each 
8.5 gal/box

msrp $63

SPL056

MODERN MARVEL: OIL SHAMMY TOWELS

SHEEN 
PLUCKER

SLICK 
SWEEPER

PAVEMENT
POLISHER

A large transformer blew up at 
the headwaters of a small feeder 
stream to a drinking water dam.  
After the main cleanup was 
done, a fine sheen persisted.  
The contractor used rolls of 
Oil Shammy to act as “sheen 
sweeps” to get rid of the last 
detectable rainbow.

Old-fashioned oil spill booms 
are stuffed with white “pulp.” 
Unfortunately, they are packed so 
tight it restricts absorption by up 
to 70%. 

With SpillBoa®, we reinvented 
the boom category by gathering 
and puckering long strips of soft 
Oil Shammy fabric inside pliable 
boom netting.  Thanks to all the 
open spaces, the oil spill gets 
absorbed quickly into a flexible 
core. Visit www.halenhardy.
com/spillboa for more info.

Soft and supple Oil Shammy 
fabric creates the patented 
SpillBoa® boom.

Cross Sections:   
Outdated & overstuffed 5” spill boom (left)  

Flexible 5” SpillBoa® flat boom (right)

CASE BRIEF

SPL044

dimensions 16” W x 1,200’ L

diameter 28” 

sold as each

msrp $649 per roll

Oil Shammy Roll

When you gotta sweep the final sheen on 
top of the water. It works like magic.
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FOR ORDERS & SUPPORT:

Call us at 814-822-2004

Email us at sales@halenhardy.com

Order online at www.halenhardy.com


